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Intellectual Property Overview
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Intellectual Property Types 
Intellectual property relates to those intangible assets that have legal protections 
associated with them

 Copyrights 

 Right of publicity

 Trademarks

 Patents 

 Trade secrets (formulas, recipes, methods, customer information, financial data, 
R&D results, any confidential information that has value)

Other intangible assets that can be subject to related trust and estate planning and 
compliance include

 Licenses

 Domain names

 Residuals

 Others
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What is a U.S. Copyright? 

 An exclusive legal right given to a creator 
of an original literary or artistic work

 Music

 Books

 Art

 Photographs

 Duration depends on several factors and 
the rules have changed over time

 In general, for works created after 
1977, protection lasts for the life of the 
creator plus an additional 70 years
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What is the Right of Publicity? 

 Name, image, likeness, voice, signature, 
distinctive appearance, mannerisms, 
gestures, potentially other characteristics

 Typically related to celebrities or other 
public figures (e.g., musicians, actors, 
athletes, historical figures, etc.)

 Scope and length of legal protections are 
generally controlled by state-specific 
statute or common law
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What is a U.S. Trademark? 

 A word, phrase, or design that identifies and distinguishes the source of the goods or 
services

 Legal protection can last indefinitely if the trademark is used continually in a 
commercial manner
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What is a U.S. Patent? 
 A grant by the U.S. government of 

property rights to an inventor

 Excludes others from:

 Making, using, selling, offering for sale, 
importing into the U.S.

 Types

 Utility, Design, Plant

 Term = 20 years from application
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U.S. Constitution (1788): The 
Congress shall have Power to… 
promote the Progress of  Science 
and useful Arts, by securing for 
limited Times to Authors and 

Inventors the exclusive Right to 
their respective Writings and 

Discoveries



What is a U.S. Trade Secret? 

 Information that companies keep secret to give them an advantage over their 
competitors

 Can be a formula, recipe, computer program, method, technique, customer lists, 
financial data, R&D results, or other private information

 Can last indefinitely (as long as it remains a secret)
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The Coca-Cola Formula

 Kept in a bank vault

 Known to only a few people



How Do Owners Generate Income From IP?

Use in a product or service

 License-out to others

 Contribute to a collaboration

 Enforce

Defensive uses

 Avoid competition (exclude others from using)

 Avoid litigation (if you sue me, I’ll sue you)
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Intellectual Property Ownership Structures 
for Business and Estate Planning
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Intellectual Creations as Property

 Property is no more nor less than a 
“bundle” of legally enforceable rights you 
may exercise as to any tangible or intangible 
thing

 Intellectual Property is simply intangible 
property created through an individual’s 
creative effort with a unique bundle of legal 
rights; like a user generated “bitcoin” mined 
from their intellectual effort 
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Creating Intellectual Property
 Patents – IP rights arise in the inventor(s) upon the granting of a patent 

application. Provisional rights arise upon publication of the filed 
application. Duration is temporary.

 Copyrights - IP rights arise in the author(s) when the work is fixed in a 
tangible medium. Registration is not required but beneficial. Duration is 
temporary.

 Trademarks/Service marks – IP rights arise as the mark is used in 
commerce and gains notoriety. Exclusive rights to use new marks can be 
reserved through registration, allowing the holder the opportunity to 
establish public recognition and association. Rights are theoretically 
perpetual through continuous use but can be lost through dilution as well as 
reestablished (Xerox). 
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Vesting of Intellectual Property

 Rights vest in the creator(s) individually, 
unless it is work made for hire which vests 
in employer (1) by specific contract; or (2) 
when created within scope of 
employment.

 Underlying IP rights generally treated as a 
married person’s separate property but 
economic benefits may be divided in 
divorce. (Rodrigue v. Rodrigue, 218 F.3d 
432 (5th Cir. 2000))

 Multiple creators own the IP jointly in 
equal measure unless agreed otherwise

 Corporate entities obtain IP by work made 
for hire or by contribution or assignment.
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Passing Intellectual Property

 Rights owned individually – IP rights owned individually pass 
according to one’s last will and testament, if any. Otherwise, rights pass by 
the laws of succession of the decedent’s state of domicile. Rights of publicity 
depend on state law and may or may not be transferrable.

 Rights owned though a corporate entity – IP rights owned through a 
corporate entity remain with the corporate entity. Entity interests may be 
held and passed individually (by will or intestate succession) or through a 
trust.

 Rights owned in Trust – IP rights owned by a trust are, like all other 
trust assets, controlled by the trustees and remain in trust until terminated 
or distributed under the terms of the trust.
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Conceptualizing Estate and Business Planning

Unifies ownership and management of multiple assets

Trust

Asset 1

Asset 2

Asset 3
Corp. Entity

Owner 1 Owner 3

Owner 2
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IP Ownership by Corporate Entity

 Organization

 Creates professional home for creative endeavors, facilitates accounting for 

related assets and expenses

 Provides continuity of competent management

 Allows strategic division of rights (print/film/merchandising)

 Allows benefits to be shared/gifted without dividing the asset

 Asset protection 

 Allows segregation of IP from liability producing assets and activities

 Protects assets from control by personal creditors 
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Planning With Trusts

 Property rights, responsibilities, and benefits are allocated amongst 
different parties: Settlors; Trustees; and Beneficiaries

 Trustee holds IP and/or IP holding company and distributes benefits 
according to trust provisions

 Contains instructions regarding the IP and the IP entity to provide for 
management according to the IP creator’s wishes

Trust

Beny Beny
Beny

IP Entity
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Intellectual Property Valuation Approaches
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COST APPROACH
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Intellectual Property Valuation Approaches

MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACH



COST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACH
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Definition
 A general way of determining a value indication of an individual asset by quantifying

the amount of money required to replace the future service capability of that asset.

Theoretical Basis
 Buyer’s perspective: not willing to pay more to use property than the cost to replace

the property.

 Seller’s perspective: receive a return of the costs to develop and a return on the costs
to develop.

Cost Approach



INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH
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Definition
 A general way of determining a value indication of a business, business ownership

interest, security or intangible asset by using one or more methods that compare the
subject to similar businesses, business ownership interests, securities or intangible
assets that have been sold.

Theoretical Basis
 No party would be willing to pay more than others have paid for similar assets; the

value of an asset can be estimated by observing the value of comparable assets.

Market Approach



MARKET APPROACH
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Definition
 A general way of determining a value indication of a business, business ownership

interest, security or intangible asset using one or more methods that convert
anticipated economic benefits into a present single amount.

Theoretical Basis
 A buyer and seller in an arm’s-length transaction would be willing to agree to a price

consistent with some portion of the buyer’s expected economic gain from using the
intellectual property

Income Approach

INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH



COST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACH
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 Gather cost data (historical development costs updated to current cost levels or
projected costs)

 R&D (labor, material), testing, contracted services, legal costs, IP registration costs, 
lost profits from delay to market, etc.

 Address obsolescence

 Add “developer’s profit”

Cost Approach: Implementation
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 Acceptable, non-infringing alternatives may not be available as of the valuation date

 Potentially relevant applications

 Embryonic/early-stage IP for which market applications and/or business models 
cannot yet be reliably defined

 IP that is easy to design around such as, for example, certain software applications 
and little-known trademarks

 Rarely used for copyrights, right of publicity and well-known trademarks

Cost Approach Observations

COST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACH



INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH
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 Search for and identify transactions or valuations of comparable assets

 Determine similarities and differences between the subject asset and comps

 Make adjustments to comps, as necessary, to address differences

 Often based on analyst’s judgment

 For example, potentially adjust older comps for changes in the market

 Determine value/royalty rate

 Best comp, Min, Lower Quartile, Median, Average, Upper Quartile, Max

Market Approach: Implementation
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 The issue of comparability may be challenging

 IP is innately unique; may be difficult to agree on what is “comparable”

 Adjustments to inexact comps are challenging to quantify

 May be difficult to compare licensing deals with many terms and multiples forms of 
value being shared

 Limited number of comparable transactions are available

 Very few buy/sell transactions

 More licensing transactions

Market Approach Observations

INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH MARKET APPROACH
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 Create a discounted cash flow (DCF) model

 Four primary inputs

 Nature of the cash flows

 Amount of the cash flows

 Timing of the cash flows

 Risk of the cash flows

Income Approach: Implementation

MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH



ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS

Licensing

Joint venture 
or other 

collaboration

Litigation

Defensive purposes 
(e.g., litigation 

avoidance; picket 
fence)

Others

Product/Service 
Commercialization
• Price Premium
• Increase in Unit Sales
• Cost Reduction
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Nature of the Cash Flows



 Advertisements/promotions

 Merchandise

 Movies

 Books

 Stage shows

 Social media

 Other
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Right of Publicity Licensing Example

Nature of the Cash Flows



 Project revenue
 Sources of information
 Historical royalty statements, contracts, financial statements
 Forward looking business plans/projections
 Amounts other similar people have made

 Considerations
 Personal service v. right of publicity
 Right of publicity v. other intellectual property rights (copyrights, trade marks)
 Reputation (past, current, future)
 Post-death “bump” and inevitable decline

 Project costs to earn the projected revenue
 Commissions
 Public relations
 Legal fees
 Other business expenses

 Taxes???
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Right of Publicity Example

Amount of the Cash Flows



Timing of the Cash Flows

When do cash flows begin?

When do cash flows end?

 Remaining useful life

 Legal v. economic life of the subject IP

When do cash flows occur over the remaining useful life?

 Cash flows that are closer to the valuation date have a greater effect on value than 
those at a later time (all else being equal)
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Risk of the Cash Flows

 IP is a relatively risky asset class

 Legal: validity, infringement, ownership, remaining life

 Business/Commercial: nature, amount, and timing of cash flows; negative 
publicity; changing tastes; relevance post-death

 Technical: stage of development; ability to design-around/acceptable non-
infringing alternatives

 Incorporate risk into the DCF model

 Incorporate risk into the projected cash flows

 Probability-adjusted cash flows

 Incorporate risk into the discount rate

 The higher the risk of the cash flows, the lower the value
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 Most commonly relied-upon approach of the three

 Typically the most burdensome valuation approach to implement

 Many assumptions (relevant business models, market size, market share, growth 
rates, pricing, cost structure, taxes, discount rate, etc., etc.)

 Trying to predict the future is always challenging

 Quality of results depends heavily on quality of inputs

 If IP is very early stage, relevant business models and markets may be difficult to 
identify

Income Approach Observations

MARKET APPROACH INCOME APPROACHCOST APPROACH



Unique Planning Challenges and Strategies for 
Intellectual Property Assets
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Unique Assets, Unique Problems

 Niche industry requiring special know how to identify and market IP assets 
during limited window of exclusivity

 Broad pool of potential IP beyond intentionally created IP (especially 
copyright material)

 Separable rights = variety of licensing options; possibility of mistake in 
granting more or less than intended

 Potential value + intangible nature = probability for disputes

 Confusion around IP and its physical artifacts and different gift and tax 
treatment

 Personal nature of creative work; creator may wish to restrict or eliminate 
commercial use of certain IP
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Gift and Tax Issues for IP

 Sale or License? Taxation on transfers of IP depends on a variety of factors, including 
who the holder is and the nature of the transfer 

 Transfer of “all substantial rights” at a fixed price = sale, generally taxed as capital 
gains (Exception: Copyrights sold by the author)

 Transfer with any substantial rights retained or alternative fee structure = license, 
taxed as ordinary income

 Some contingent fee structures may be acceptable for “sale” categorization with 
Patents or Copyrights but not for Trademarks
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Gift and Tax Issues for IP

 Gifts of physical artifacts do not include the IP manifest therein. Must ensure clear 
statement of intent so that all property intended is transferred.

 Donation of physical artifacts is generally inefficient for artistic work as the creator is 
only credited with the cost of materials, regardless of the value of the artifact; 
charitable intent may be better fulfilled by selling and donating proceeds.

 Capital gains treatment, some complicated rules regarding treatment of IP as a capital 
asset. With lifetime gifts, must consider issues relating to Copyright termination rights 
impacting value of taxable estate and, for IP treated as a capital asset, whether they are 
better passed upon death so they receive a basis adjustment.

 Estates holding valuable IP have a strong interest in quality valuation given the 
complexity of valuation and risk of reporting errors.
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The Creative Estate/Business Entity 

 Creative Entity 

 Provides professional aspect to creative endeavor

 Centralizes management and marketing of IP assets

 Organizes intangible property and physical artifacts

 Accounting for assets and expenses

 Permits division of economic interests for estate planning purposes
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The Creative Estate/Business Entity 

 Creative Trust/Estate 

 Captures IP not already assigned to Creative Entity (especially copyright, such as 
manuscripts, letters, notes, etc.)

 Provides philosophy, direction, and limitations on exploitation of Creative Estate

 Allows for special trustee capable and trusted to manage unique property and make 
it productive

 Provides estate tax planning for valuable creative portfolio

 Provides benefits of productively managed IP to beneficiaries
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The Creative Estate/Business Entity 

Trust
Trustee Controlled

Beneficiary 1 
Trust

Beneficiary 3 
Trust

Beneficiary 2 
Trust

IP Entity
Manager ControlledIP Assets

IP Assets Special Ttee

Manager
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Correcting Unfair Bargains for Copyrights

 Creators often disadvantaged at negotiating table early in their careers.  Value of rights 
can vastly exceed the price paid for them. (Superman)   

 Per the Copyright Act, a grant of rights made by the Author after 1978 is subject to 
termination during a 5-year period beginning upon the earlier of 35 years from the 
date of the grant or 40 years from the date of first publication.  

 Termination rights:

 cannot be waived, transferred, or contracted away; 

 apply to ANY grant made during lifetime, including transfers to an LLC or Trust; 
and

 remain exercisable after death, potentially contrary to intent.
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Post-Death Termination

 Termination may occur only within a narrow window and with no more than 10 and no 
less than two years advance notice

 Termination rights may first be exercised by a surviving spouse and/or children, or 
else grandchildren.  If no surviving spouse, children, or grandchildren, then executor 
or trustee can exercise the right. Termination rights cannot be transferred.

 Because termination rights apply to lifetime transfers to an LLC or trust, they can 
subvert the creator’s intentions.  For instance, children or grandchildren may use 
termination to sidestep restrictive provisions included in a trust for their protection or 
to defeat disinheritance.   

 There are only a few exceptions to the termination right but they may prove useful to 
avoid unintended exercise of termination.
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Exceptions Defeating Termination

 Derivative works

 Unless the grant provides otherwise, copyrights in derivative works are not 
extinguished by termination of rights in the source material, only the right to 
make any new works based on the same copyrighted source material.

 Renegotiation

 Termination rights are intended to cure large bargaining disparity and, therefore, 
does not apply if the author was later able to renegotiate the contract. Author’s 
need to be careful about a licensee or purchaser using the technique early in the 
relationship while the value is still low to avoid later termination. 
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Exceptions Defeating Termination

 Work Made for Hire

 Works made for hire vest copyrights in the employer or commissioning party and 
are not subject to termination by the author. An Author could use an employment 
agreement or commission individual works to trigger work for hire treatment. 
However, the copyright term in this case is the shorter of 120 years from creation 
or 95 years from first publication, which could potentially shorten the copyright 
term.

 Grants by Will

 A grant of rights made by Last Will and Testament may not be terminated by any 
party after the testator’s death. This may be used strategically by retaining rights, 
rather than using an entity and/or trust for planning, or by a transfer that reverts 
rights to the estate prior to death. This subjects the rights to the public probate 
process. Also, while copyrights themselves may pass by Will, termination rights do 
not.
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Case Studies
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Estate of Michael Jackson
 Famous musician passed away in June 2009

 Opinion of the U.S. Tax Court published May 3, 2021

 Asset values at issue

 Jackson’s right of publicity (“Image and Likeness”)
 New Horizon Trust II (“NHT II”), which held Jackson’s 50% ownership interest in 

Sony/ATV, one of the largest music publishers in the world which, among other 
things, owned a large catalog of copyrights including those related to at least 175 
songs by The Beatles
 New Horizon Trust III (“NHT III”), which held Jackson’s ownership interest in 

Mijac Music, a music-publishing catalog that owned copyrights to compositions 
that Jackson wrote or cowrote, as well as compositions by other songwriters
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Asset Estate’s Tax 
Return

Commissioner’s 
Notice of 

Deficiency

Estate Experts at 
Trial

Commissioner’s 
Expert at Trial

Court’s 
Conclusion

Image and Likeness $2,105 $434,264,000 $3,078,000 $161,307,405 $4,153,912

NHT II $0 $469,005,086 $0 $206,295,934 $0

NHT III $2,207,351 $60,685,944 $2,267,316 $114,263,615 $107,313,561

Total $2,209,456 $963,955,030 $5,345,316 $481,866,964 $111,467,473



Estate of Robin Williams

 Famous actor and comedian passed away in August 2014

 Prior to passing, placed restrictions on the use of his image and likeness for 25 years 
after his death

 Passed his right of publicity to a charitable organization 

 Potential benefits

 Reduced likelihood that the assets will be used in a manner inconsistent with the 
deceased’s wishes

 Reduces the value at death, which may reduce the related estate taxes and need to 
monetize the assets to “make good” on the valuation
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Estate of James Dean

 Famous actor and cultural icon, died at age 24 without a 
will

 Entire estate, including licensing fees, passed to his 
father, who had abandoned him as a child.

 Licensing fees generate $1 - $3M annually.
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Estate of “Prince” Nelson Rogers

 Legendary musician, died in 2016 without a will.

 Est. $250M+ estate, no surviving spouse or children.

 Gigantic estate tax levy.

 Estate to be distributed between six siblings and half-siblings.

 Years later – millions paid to administrators, lawyers, advisors, but nothing received 
by heirs
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Questions?

Thank you!
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